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name | +----+-------+ | 1 | Bob | | 2 | Mark | | 3 | Jackie | | 4 | N/A | | 5 | N/A | | 6 | N/A | +----+-------+ Now, I have another
table called departments, where I only have 3 rows. +----+---------+ | id | name | +----+---------+ | 1 | Marketing | | 2 |
Sales | | 3 | Engineering | +----+---------+ I need to make a query where I can get the name of an employee with ID 1

that is in the department that has the name Marketing. One way I know how to do this is a sub query: SELECT * FROM
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CUSTOM (TS-A+K) - Uptimized ($15.00) Hi there. My name is Devon and I am the author of this thread! I'm a huge
anime fan and life-long collector and I enjoy both trading and scanning. About Us TinBits is an online community site

where the residents of the Denton neighborhood of Dallas, Texas can talk about what's going on in their lives.The
season is winding down and we are already well on our way to the end of the year. I guess that means it is time for

some interviews, and we start off with the one and only Salty Patty! You can check out her interview here, and if you
want to follow her or see more of her artwork, she has all of her work linked here in her portfolio. Thank you to those
who voted for her on my poll, and in true style, she absolutely crushed it. Yes you read that correctly, she beat out all
of the artists I asked to vote on so I can make the announcement. As many of you may know, I cannot pick favorites
and ended up having to choose one of the top three. At the same time I am very thankful to both of you who helped
Salty Patty get this far. She actually had a link to her site listed in some of my email, but I am starting to realize that
linking to your blog/site for the first time is not the easiest thing to do. I do believe that makes this the first interview

that I have ever done that actually has a functional link to the interviewee's blog. I will try to do better next time!
Thank you again to all who participated and to all who voted for Salty Patty. You can see all of the other winners of the

poll here. Thank you for all of your support and I hope you continue to support me in my endeavors. Now, enough
small talk, check out Salty Patty and get to know her better as we continue down the road of this journey we are

on...Spectral Reflectance Measurements of Porphyry and eclogitic Complexes in the Soudan Supergroup. Subsurface
studies of the Soudan Supergroup, the Lower Shastas and the Mohawk complexes, were conducted to better

understand the genesis and evolution of complex igneous rocks. Geochemical and mineralogical characteristics, low-
temperature reflectance spectroscopy
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